
  What’s the No. 1 key to nonfiction 
writing? I’m not the first to say it, but 
I think the key to nonfiction writing 
is reporting. I used to work at a small-
town paper scribbling two articles a 
day. And I learned to ask a ridiculous 
number of questions. As in, “You were 
eating lunch when the earthquake 
struck? What were you eating? What 
kind of sandwich? Turkey and ched-
dar? I see. Did you drop the turkey and 
cheddar sandwich?” And on and on. 

  You come up with brilliant ways to 
highlight issues and topics you’d like 
to address in your work. Where do 
you get your ideas? Some are inspired 
by my family. For instance, when I 
was a kid, my dad started to read the 
Encyclopædia Britannica, but he only 
made it up to the letter B, around boo-
merang. So I wanted to finish what he 
began, and remove that black mark 
from our family name. That’s how I 
decided to write The Know-It-All. 

Some ideas come from taking a cul-
tural phenomenon and pushing it to its 
logical extreme. A few years ago, I was 
reading Tom Friedman’s The World Is 
Flat, which was about how banks and 
credit card companies were outsourc-
ing their tasks to India. I figured, why 
can’t I outsource my tasks? [So, for an P
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Esquire article,] I hired a team 
of people in Bangalore, India, 
to do everything for me. They 
answered my e-mails for me,  

they answered my phone for me, and 
they argued with my wife for me. A 
lovely experience.

  What do you think about the label 
“stunt journalism”? I’m fine with it. 
I’ve also heard it called “immersion 
journalism,” … “first-person journal-
ism,” “George Plimpton–style journal-
ism.” Whatever it’s called, I think it 
can be an entertaining and enlighten-
ing way to explore a topic, both for the 
writer and reader.

  What writing advice should writers 
always follow? I’m a fan of specifics 
over generalities. See the above point 
about turkey and cheddar sandwiches.

  What writing advice should writers 
never follow? I’m not a fan of write 
what you know. If you don’t know, find 
out. I knew nothing about the Bible 
before I started writing The Year of 
Living Biblically. That was kind of the 
point—to learn.

  Do your experiments 
ever take a toll on your 
personal life? My wife 
has experienced a bit 
of exasperation, I’d say. 
During my year of living 
by the rules of the Bible, I 

wasn’t allowed to touch her during her 
“time of month.” And since I was really 
taking Leviticus literally, I couldn’t 
even sit in a seat where a menstruating 
woman had sat, because the seat was 
impure. My wife found this offensive, 
so she sat in every seat in our apart-
ment. I had to stand much of the year. 

When it comes to the final product, 
my wife is allowed to censor anything 
that’s too private. But she hasn’t used 
her veto power for the last two books. I 
think she’s gotten used to it.

  What did becoming a bestseller 
teach you? Certainly to be more careful 
with spelling mistakes. In my first book, 
I misspelled the name of hockey great 
Wayne Gretzky. I got several irate e-
mails from Canadians. I always thought 
Canadians were supposed to be polite.

  Is there a key to staying sane in 
the journalism world? I’d recommend 
learning to accept rejection. Become 
friends with rejection. Be nice to 
rejection, because it’s a huge part of 
being a writer, no matter where you 
are in your career. —Zachary Petit
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